CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORY

THE COMPANY

DESCRIPTION
The number one trading platform for college
students looking to utilize the stock market to
build a better life for themselves. 77trades is most
well known for its dynamic, high yield options
trading strategy that any investor can easily adapt
which allows them to go on with their daily lives.

WEBSITE
https://www.77trades.io

HIGHLIGHTS
Influencer <1 WEEK
PRIOR SOLUTION

WEBSITE LAUNCH

70% LESS
CUSTOMER SUPPORT
INQUIRIES

MARCH 2021

THE CHALLENGE

THE SOLUTION

THE BENEFITS

77Trades was founded in August of
2020 in order to help college
students build income during the
pandemic. As the community started
growing 77Trades Founder, Harry,
saw that he needed a website and a
monetization platform in order to
help add value to his community.

Since Harry integrated the Ternary
platform, he has been able to scale his
business by not having to manually
solve customer issues. Giving
customers the ability to manage their
subscriptions, like upgrading or
canceling, through their own account
dashboards has been a real game
changer; not to mention the admin
dashboard which provides a fast
solution for customer support.

Not having to focus on managing
memberships allowed Harry to scale
his business by focusing on the
marketing side of the business, which
helped him bring in more customers.

Harry was using Upgrade Chat when
he first opened his community to
customers which presented its own
customer service issues and did not
provide a seamless process for both
customers and admin.

“The one thing I was lacking was a proper
website and the proper Discord API
technology because I wanted to create a
seamless experience for customers and
myself. I was waiting for a company
like Ternary to approach me or for me to
find.” said Harry.

“Once I got that seamless experience,
I did not need to worry about
customer subscription management
from beginning to end.” said Harry.
“Now I can focus on building my
business and promoting it; actually
growing it instead of staying in the
same place.” added Harry.

77Trades highlights that by using the
Ternary platform, he added legitimacy
to his business. The clean and
professional interface that Ternary
provides gives the customers
confidence to embark with a
subscription service and noted that
they experienced a 70% reduction in
customer support inquiries.
"Ternary really put all the information I
needed in a very accessible format.
Literally with just a few clicks I could
easily manage members and even
members themselves can manage
their own subscription from their
dashboard. Ternary has made it really
easy for me.” pointed out Harry.

Technology is the single biggest accelerator in scaling your business. Ternary offers a
single platform that allows you to manage all of your customer data in a single place.
To learn more, visit www.ternarydev.com

